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K“...the new DL250 V-Strom has to be a serious option. - MCN.”

V-Strom 250
What The Press Say



On first impressions, the Suzuki V-Strom 250 
ticks all the right boxes. …the new mini V-Strom 
is pleasingly large for a small-capacity bike and 
comes very well equipped. As standard you get 
ABS, an LCD dash with a fuel gauge and gear 
indicator, 17-inch wheels, a screen and a solid 
metal tail rack.

Even taller riders will find the V-Strom 
comfortable and roomy, the single disc brakes 
are perfectly acceptable in their bite and the fact 
it comes with 17-inch and not off-road sized 
wheels gives it agile and secure road-holding.

Within seconds of leaving base camp we’re 
mixing with traffic on rural roads and easily 
fitting in with the flow. Transfer to nearby dual-
carriageway roads and the Strom can definitely 
cut it.

It’s a classy machine with a fun engine, strong 
handling and all-round performance that belies 
its small capacity.

The 800mm seat height gives reasonable leg 
room without making it too much of a stretch 
for shorter riders, again widening the appeal of 
the smaller V-Strom.

Features are strong, with an impressive LCD 
speedo continuing Suzuki’s fine recent tradition 
on this score and decent wind protection 
from the single-position screen. A rear rack 
is standard, with hooks for strapping on soft 
luggage or mounting points for a top box, with 
mounts on the sides for official panniers as well.

Overall, the new V-Strom 250 is a big surprise. I 
got to ride a machine that inspired me to start 
thinking about reaching faraway places without 
ransacking my bank account.

...its easy-going nature is ideal for new riders. A 
low seat height, lightweight clutch and fantastic 
MPG figure make it the perfect machine for 
travelling in and out of the city centre for 
minimal cost. ...off road, I found the bike well 
balanced and perfectly capable travelling down a 
two-mile stretch of green lane on our test route.

Back on tarmac, the upright bars are well placed 
for long-distance rides in comfort and the seat 
has plenty of padding for long stints in the 
saddle. The bike is also very roomy with the pegs 
perfectly placed for my 5ft 7in frame.
The V-Strom’s conventional forks are firm 
enough for everyday road riding and gave me 

enough confidence to lean it over in the bends. 
...[it’s] an easy bike to chuck around.

There’s a welcome lack of tacky plastic, and 
the use of a metal tank means you can fit a 
magnetic tank bag. Other neat touches include 
an aluminium carrier, capable of taking 8.5kg; 
integrated bungee hooks, which also act as 
mounts for the optional panniers; and a sturdy 
bash plate.

The finish on the glossy paintwork is lovely. 
Suzuki offer the 250 V-Strom in three colour 
options and it looked resplendent in the mid-
morning sun.

The chassis, riding 
position, concept and 

handling are all spot on.

...the Suzuki gives a relaxing 
yet rewarding ride.

...the new DL250 V-Strom 
has to be a serious option.
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..[the V-Strom has an] economy figure of 88mpg, 
something that Suzuki say when combined with the 
17.3-litre fuel tank give the V-Strom a range of over 
310 miles. For a bike aimed at adventure riders and 
tourers, that’s music to their ears. And the good news 
doesn’t stop with just the motor.

...the V-Strom’s chassis is purposely large and roomy 
for taller riders while also remaining impressively light 
at just 188kg wet. Add to this an ABS system, LCD 
dash with a fuel gauge and gear indicator, 17-inch 
wheels, a screen, tail rack and optional luggage and 
hand guards as well as more touring-orientated 
accessories and it’s all very promising and impressive. 

The engine’s low end pick-up is good, and it is very 
smooth and vibe-free.

On the road the V-Strom handle extremely well, 
delivering a ride quality that is both impressive and 
assured. The suspension is soft and compliant 
yet not too wobbly and you can certainly hustle it 
around through the bends. I really enjoyed riding the 
V-Strom and it has a wonderful ‘big bike’ feel about 
it that meant that even riders of my size (over six 
feet) will feel totally comfortable.  The brakes may 
only be a single disc at the front with a two-piston 
caliper but it has ABS as standard and is more than 
up to the job of stopping a 188kg bike. And that’s 
another factor I liked about the V-Strom 250, with 
such a light weight it is extremely easy to maneuver 
at low speed, something I’m sure that newer riders 
will really appreciate. Even the seat is deeply padded 
and comfortable, it has a 12-volt accessories power 
supply and the metal luggage rack is standard 
equipment.
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ride quality 
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